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Abstract—Voice is a very compelling natural interface for mobile computing devices. However, mobile operating system speech solutions (e.g., Siri, Google Voice Search) are platform-specific, making their integration within an enterprise environment difficult due to the lack of uniformity in the user experience as well as concerns over privacy and confidentiality. Hybrid apps can overcome these enterprise-specific challenges by allowing for fast deployment of functionality that is accessible across mobile platforms and enabling secure containerization of resources. But such hybrid apps often encounter significant performance slowdown due to the overheads associated with cross-platform compatibility and security. In this paper, we introduce a new secure mobile voice agent for enterprise voice interface applications on mobile devices that overcomes these issues. The proposed voice agent architecture enables confidentiality, enterprise integration, good cross-platform performance, and easy portability to multiple mobile platforms (such as Android, iOS, Windows Mobile, and BlackBerry). Our approach avoids the need to manage multiple native speech engines across mobile OS platforms, reducing the time to deploy cross-platform voice interface solutions, and ensuring a cohesive user experience. In addition to describing the architecture and design of our mobile voice agent, we also provide a comparative analysis of its performance on various contemporary mobile computing platforms.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The success and failure of enterprises depends on the sophistication, reliability and trustworthiness of their software systems and processes to produce precise and consistent results. Enterprises also stress on optimizing process costs to obtain increased profits. These processes often carry sensitive data and therefore security is one of the major concerns for enterprises. Compromising any sensitive data could have a damaging effect and result in loss of revenue as well as customer confidence. With the advent of mobile computing systems, enterprises face a challenge to extend access to their highly reliable secured systems out on to mobile devices.

Contemporary mobile devices provide a convenient mechanism for people to interact with information and with each other on the go. Today’s smartphones have truly revolutionized mobile computing. These smartphones have higher processor speeds and more memory than desktop PCs had ten years ago. Smartphones have changed the way people consume information by allowing for easy capture and sharing of data between users, thereby creating more of a social experience compared to conventional PC applications. Enterprises are also incorporating smartphones because of these benefits and have been relying on mobile device management (MDM) [14] strategies to secure, monitor, manage and support mobile devices. But the availability of diverse mobile platforms and the performance and energy bottlenecks of mobile devices make it arduous to implement enterprise applications efficiently on to today’s mobile systems.

Cross-platform compatibility in particular is problematic from an enterprise perspective. Every mobile platform has its own software development kit (SDK) and its own programming language. The mobile market, which is largely dominated by Android and iOS devices, uses Java and Objective C programming languages for development, which are very distinctive. Significant programming effort is required to replicate and port apps across mobile platforms. Moreover every platform has its own API and features. The result is that the time spent and cost of creating platform specific apps is very high. In addition the look and feel from one platform to another is different due to platform specific UI controls. To address all of these issues the only solution is to users frameworks that aid the creation of cross platform apps. Numerous solutions have surfaced in recent years – Sencha Touch [15], jQuery mobile [16], PhoneGap [17], IBM Worklight [18] to name but a few.

Mobile systems also provide natural interfaces like touch and speech to interact with mobile devices; and speech in particular is an alluring natural interface. These multiple interfaces have given birth to multimodal systems, which provide a more flexible experience by offering a greater range of interaction than unimodal systems [9]. Natural interfaces help to bridge the gap between physical and digital worlds. Voice enabled applications are now widely seen on
Speech addresses some of the drawbacks of a touch or keyboard interface on a small form factor device, but introduces some serious security and privacy concerns. For an enterprise app sending voice data to third party servers can be a big confidentiality risk. But this does not have to imply that enterprises should not enable speech interfaces in their applications, considering the enormous usability benefits of integrating natural voice activated interfaces. All these challenges motivated us to create a highly specialized and secure voice agent using a hybrid app architecture that is cross platform. Hybrid apps help to overcome cross platform challenges by utilizing HTML, JavaScript and CSS as common development tools across platforms. We present the enterprise architecture of our voice agent in this paper, along with a comparative study on multiple mobile platforms to determine which components are potential bottlenecks in the performance of the voice agent.

II. RELATED WORK

There is a great interest in business-to-business (B2B) and business-to-employee (B2E) mobile apps [2] due to the benefits of providing employees with ‘anytime, anywhere’ access to business relevant data and processes. Studies suggest that most enterprise mobile apps are lightweight and their major function is similar to a query engine that queries the backend enterprise servers [1][2]. This allows for enterprises to keep data secure by storing the data at enterprise servers using standard enterprise security policies. But if this data was to be stored on mobile devices or third party servers then this creates a big loophole in the security infrastructure setup by companies. If enterprises were to use existing voice agents like Google Voice Search or Apple’s Siri, they would be highly vulnerable to security threats. Therefore enterprise voice interface solutions need to be customized and cannot rely on commodity solutions from Google and Apple.

Voice recognition systems have been in existence for a long time. Early prototypes were being used for creating assistive systems/guidance apps for visually impaired people [10]. With improving accuracy and adaptability, voice systems are today being extended to various embedded devices, smartphones, etc. [11]. The major obstacles identified in these

speech engines are background noise and speaker variation [11]. The word success rate (WSR) in quiet environments has been shown to be higher than in noisy environments. Techniques such as automatic gain control (AGC) have improved WSR in noisy environments [12]. Modern mobile voice agents like Google Voice Search have also evolved to handle multiple dialects very well [13]. All these developments suggest that voice recognition systems have become more accurate and overcome many of the challenges of the past; a key challenge now is to support a cross platform voice system that integrates seamlessly with existing enterprise apps.

In recent years, hybrid apps, which are part web app and part native app, have emerged to provide more access to a mobile platform’s full capabilities than web apps, yet they are actually cheaper to develop than native apps [4]. Hybrid apps, for example created with Apache Cordova [5] (formerly known as Phone-Gap), essentially package a Website within a native wrapper that provides access to device features. Hybrid apps that are cross platform by far support the highest number of mobile platforms [6]. In hybrid apps, HTML, CSS and JavaScript are used to build the user interface. This allows for a good enough user experience. In spite of all the great advantages of hybrid apps there are a few shortcomings. Display and interaction speeds are not always equivalent to what the users are accustomed to while using native apps [4][6]. Also, not all advanced device specific features are accessible using hybrid apps. Moreover there are some performance related issues with hybrid apps, for example Facebook went from being a hybrid app to native app [7] mainly due to slow screen refresh amongst other issues. But this change from hybrid to native for Facebook resulted in an increased development cost for the app, in addition the deployment of updates across multiple platforms required more time. Hybrid apps have proven to offer a way of providing secure, cost efficient and agile solutions for enterprises, but one must consider any tradeoff in performance when it comes to adding sophisticated functions. This paper proposes and implements a framework for a secure enterprise mobile voice agent, which is a hybrid app, and explores performance issues via comparative studies that highlight components which are time expensive as well as the variables that can be tuned to improve the speed of our hybrid app.

![Figure 1 Voice Agent Architecture](Image)
III. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

Creating a secure cross platform mobile enterprise voice agent, in the form of a hybrid app involves a system architecture that is built using tried and tested principles of secure enterprise architecture. The architectural overview diagram is shown in figure 1. The basic operation of the voice agent is that the mobile client is responsible for recording the audio from the user and securely sending it to the backend server, which in turn sends the audio to the speech media server in order to perform automatic speech recognition (ASR) [19] also known as speech to text (S2T). The backend server then takes the resulting transcript and performs a REST query to the appropriate enterprise service to obtain the query result. A further request is made to a text to speech engine (TTS) in order to obtain an audio summary of the query result. Finally the text to speech audio and the application output are sent back to the mobile client. We will now discuss the different parts of the architecture in detail:

A. Mobile Client

The mobile client is a hybrid app built using IBM Worklight. It contains HTML, JavaScript and native code plugins that utilize numerous libraries to create a secure solution with a rich user experience. In order to create a user-friendly interface experience that is close to that of the native UI there are a number of libraries available like jQuery mobile, dojo mobile, etc. We chose to use the Dojo Mobile toolkit [20]. Dojo Mobile has numerous widgets that allow for the creation of a unified UI across multiple platforms including iOS, Android and Blackberry. Using JavaScript and the Apache Cordova plugin interface we can access device specific native API’s to control the device microphone. For voice input we developed two different voice interaction methods, one that asks the user to manually start and stop speech recording by toggling a button and another that uses Voice Activity Detection (VAD) to automatically detect when the user has started and finished speaking. In order to facilitate VAD we use a proprietary native library that detects periods of silence after voice activity and automatically ends voice recording. Recorded audio is compressed using the speex audio compression format, which is an open source codec especially designed for speech. In order to optimize the audio upload time we stream the audio using HTTPS [21] chunked transfer in parallel to the audio recording. The chunked audio transfer is sent to a RESTful [22] service end point and in response we receive the JSON [23] output back from the server. All the communication to and from the mobile client has to pass through a firewall.

B. Backend Server

The backend server (BES) is exposed to the external network using a secure authenticated proxy server located inside a demilitarized zone (DMZ) that separates the Internet from the company intranet. The BES is responsible for numerous functions and has a number of components. It is essentially a set of Linux servers running CentOS that hosts a cluster of application servers, Worklight servers, and a database server. We use Websphere Application Server (WAS) as our application server. WAS hosts both the Worklight application and a further Speech Mediator application that consists of a set of REST services to handle the user speech queries. The Worklight server provides authentication and authorization services to the mobile client as well as utility services such as logging. We also create a backend application with a web based administration panel to track and present metrics on usage. This panel also provides the facility to alter various configuration options of the application, allowing us to change parameters such as the speech model used without requiring a client update. The Speech Mediator application was created using the Play framework and interacts with the speech engine to obtain the transcript of a user voice query. The Worklight application has services (adapters in Worklight terminology) to log data and forward requests to the Speech Mediator application. The Speech Mediator application also interacts with other enterprise services.

C. Speech Platform

The speech platform provides both an ASR service that does S2T and also provides TTS capability. The speech platform is a separately hosted service and is accessible using REST API calls. There are numerous speech recognition services available like Nuance Dragon [24] speech engine, etc. We use a proprietary speech engine for our purpose. The ASR service further offers language models for different languages, dialects, or domains. In particular the voice agent solution uses general language models that have been extended with business and technical data extracted from the targeted enterprise services. This use of domain specific models increases the accuracy of the ASR. Likewise the TTS engine can generate the TTS audio with regional voice for the desired language. The ability to choose different models is exposed through the speech platform REST API along with parameters for audio encoding, result formatting etc.

D. Enterprise Service

Depending on the functional purpose of the mobile app, an enterprise can interface various services using the backend application as a mediator. Common services would be to search for resources on company servers using different phrases, or to translate sentences to different languages, etc. Our particular mobile voice agent instance queries two pre-existing enterprise applications: one that provides a searchable directory of employees and a second that contains employee sourced question and answer data that has been shared through internal social networking. The application service is architectured such that additional services can be added on with minimal development effort. Both enterprise applications expose their services via a published REST API.

E. Security Measures

In most cases mobile apps deployed by an enterprise have to fulfill a set of security criteria before rollout. They also come under scrutiny of security review teams. In the case of this mobile voice agent there are several levels of protection both at the client and server. Firstly, access to the app install is controlled through an enrolment process only accessible to employees. The app is not made available in public app stores but instead can be installed over the air (OTA) via an access controlled web page. Enrolled employees are placed on an access control list (ACL) that allows them to access the app. Once the app is installed and executed, a user must enter their credentials to gain access to the main app functionality. Authentication is carried out via Worklight services against the company LDAP directory [25]. Authorization takes two forms, the first is that the employee user id is on the applications ACL, and the same ACL used to control access to the install site. The second form of authorization is to validate that the device on which the app has been installed upon is managed by the company mobile device management (MDM).
system. This check is performed at the server-side. The device’s unique identifier (uid) is passed along with user credentials and verified using a common REST security service that exposes MDM data. In addition to the authentication and authorization processes, data obtained from using the app services is not stored on the device. The data is kept entirely at the server-side where it can be managed under standard security practices. All requests made to the server system are performed over a secure connection verified by certificates.

IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

In order to understand the performance of our voice agent architecture, we performed several experiments that are discussed in this section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Platform OS</th>
<th>Device Specifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Samsung S4</td>
<td>Android 4.3</td>
<td>Quad-core 1.6 GHz Cortex-A15 &amp; Quad-core 1.2 GHz Cortex-A7/ 2 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iPhone 5</td>
<td>iOS 7.0.4</td>
<td>Dual-core 1.3 GHz Swift /1 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iPhone 5s</td>
<td>iOS 7.0.4</td>
<td>Dual-core 1.3 GHz Cyclone (ARM v8-based)/1 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung S3</td>
<td>Android 4.2</td>
<td>Quad-core 1.9 GHz Cortex-A15 &amp; quad-core 1.3 GHz Cortex-A7 (N9000)/3 GB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Random Access Memory

A. Experiment Setup

Our experiments involved logging and timing every component of the hybrid voice agent architecture for various inputs. The experiments had a number of other variables: they were carried out on two different OS platforms (Android and iOS) and also on different devices. Table I gives the details of the devices used. We used a variety of devices to show how our voice agent performs across OS platforms and mobile devices. We used a database of 60 voice samples that were on an average 1-2 seconds long, as the inputs. The main metrics measured by our experiments are summarized as follows:

1) Total Transaction Time: As seen in figure 2, total transaction time is the time taken to complete one complete request from the point when an audio query is initiated on the mobile device to the time when a response to the audio query is received at the mobile device.

2) Client Service Time: This is the time taken by the mobile client i.e. the native and JavaScript code that is responsible for the audio conditioning; this includes functions such as AGC for noise reduction, recording, compression and creation of the https request.

3) Request Time: This is the time taken to stream the audio to the backend server and complete the https request. This time involves initializing the https request and buffering chunks of data to the backend server as shown in figure 2.

4) Response Time: This is the time needed for the backend server to transmit the query result and TTS audio back to the client.

5) Backend Service Time: This time includes a lot of factors. The bulk of the time consists of the time to query the speech engine to get the S2T and TTS output and the time to process the HTTP request to query the enterprise services.

B. Results

Figure 3 shows the performance results of running our voice agent on an iPhone 5 iOS client. The metrics measured in the figure are as discussed above. The S2T, TTS, Names Service(NS) and BES Processing constitute the Backend Service Time. The Mobile Client and Client Audio Compression constitute the Client Service Time. The Client to BES and BES to Client is the request and response time respectively. All the times are shown in milliseconds.

After examining figure 2 the main observation is that the majority of time is spent in transmission of data from the backend server to the mobile client and vice versa. The average transmission time is between 2 to 3 seconds. This could be a result of time spent in the secured transmission of data that has to pass through the security layers necessary for enterprise security policies. But the advantage of this phase is that the data is kept secured on the company servers instead of on some third party server. The experiment was conducted on a stable wifi connection, but we still observe a large positive error, which we believe is due to network conditions affecting the data transmission.

Next we observe that the average time for the hybrid mobile client to complete all its functions (audio recording, conditioning and compression) is between 2 to 2.5 seconds. Out of this time, the voice library that is used to compress the
recorded audio consumes around 2 seconds. This clearly suggests that the time taken by the hybrid client is relatively small (~0.5 seconds). The library that we have created uses the speex engine to compress the audio data. This library implementation is done natively on the desired platform. The time taken by the library can vary based on the device platform and architecture. Moreover the library can be optimized to carry out its functions even faster. Device specific native API’s are observed to carry out these functions faster than our proprietary library.

The time taken by the speech engine (S2T and TTS) can be observed to be generally high, around 4000 ms. The S2T time is relatively higher than the TTS time. This is mainly because the speech engine has to decompress the audio file and then process the audio to synthesize the text. We believe that the time taken by the speech engine can be further reduced by optimizing it or replacing it with a better speech engine.

The average time taken by the enterprise service, that is in our case the names service, is very low (13 ms). The average time taken by our backend application that is hosted on the BES is around 4 ms. It is responsible for processing the https request and logging all the queries. The BES is composed of a fast hardware and hence the processing times are significantly reduced.

After studying this statistics, we extended our study on multiple OS platforms and different devices, to determine how timings differ across these platforms and devices. The following subsections summarize our results.

Table II: Recorded Audio Length

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Recorded byte size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>iOS</td>
<td>1529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android</td>
<td>2203</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As seen in Table II the audio length of the same audio on iOS is much less compared to that on Android. This is because of the superior microphone hardware on iPhone and because the voice activity detection library works better on iOS. The silence detection is also done sooner on iOS than in Android. Due to these reasons, the S2T time too is also increased on the speech engine server. All other times are comparable on both platforms.

We were also interested in determining if it was the device hardware or the platform OS that was the reason for the boost in performance on the Android client, so we compared two Android and iOS devices separately and analyzed the results.

2) Android vs Android

To perform this comparison we used two powerful Android devices: Samsung S4 which is the latest S series device from Samsung and the Note 3 which is a “phablet” variant from Samsung. Both pose the same processing power but the Note 3 has more RAM. The results of our study are shown in figure 5. It is not surprising to see that the hybrid voice agent execution time is almost the same on both devices. Both are running the same OS version and have almost the same processing capability. We observed that the average upload time (and download time) on Note 3 is higher than on S4. We also found that the S2T for Note 3 is higher compared to S4 as well. These results can be explained by the higher average recorded byte size on Note 3, which increased upload and S2T times. The voice library was however better at detecting voice activity on Note 3.

3) iOS vs iOS

To compare two iOS devices we used the latest iPhone that is iPhone 5s and its predecessor iPhone 5. Both have the same iOS version. But the iPhone 5s uses a 64 bit CPU. The results
of this study are shown in Figure 6. In spite of the superior hardware, the hybrid voice agent execution time on the iPhone 5s is higher than iPhone 5. This clearly suggests that the architecture doesn't have a larger role to play when it comes to improving the hybrid voice agent app performance. The OS certainly has to be optimized to accommodate hybrid apps. iOS takes four times longer than Android for the hybrid portion of the voice agent app to complete execution. This clearly suggests that Android is optimized for hybrid apps while iOS is not. The upload and download times on both the iOS devices do not seem to vary much. The difference in upload times (~200ms) on iOS devices is less than that on Android devices (~2000ms). This could be a result of the superior microphone on iOS that detects voice activity better.

![Figure 6. iPhone 5s vs 5](image)

V. CONCLUSION

The increasing prevalence of personally owned smartphones that are almost always network connected, together with secure and fast access to an incredible amount of business data from backend servers has fostered significant growth in enterprise mobile computing in recent years. Speech is a natural addition to the enterprise mobility capability feature set and presents a whole new way to search and interact with business data. We have created a cross platform mobile voice agent that overcomes the hurdles imposed by differing mobile operating system platform, hardware, languages and interfaces by using a hybrid development approach. In conducting a performance review of the agent we have identified bottlenecks in the execution flow and highlighted the strengths and weaknesses on the state-of-the-art mobile platforms tested.
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